
Gl d t P kProbable Costs (2008$) Gladstone Parkway
Between N. Broadway Street and N. Oak Trafficway

COMPONENTS – The cost components are divided into
several categories and include construction, utilities, land
acquisition and services When added all together these

Probable Costs (2008$)
Utility costs include relocation of and/or adjustment to a 16”
water main, as well as a sanitary sewer line. Services include
survey design geotechnical investigations and constructionacquisition and services. When added all together, these

components create a total programming cost. Construction
costs are more predictable and therefore presented as a
constant amount, while the other components tend to vary and

PHASE I – Study Definition SUMMARY July 2008
survey, design, geotechnical investigations, and construction
inspection. These are estimated as a percentage of
construction costs. Land acquisition costs are shown as a
wide range, but are estimated to be on the order of 40% of the

ASSESSMENT - The Master Plan alignment was advanced by
developing a vertical profile and reviewing potential impacts to
Old Maid’s Creek, utilities, and properties. Design variations
were then developed to attempt to reduce grading impacts that

are shown as a range of costs. The costs are presented in
today’s (2008) dollars, but as construction may be many years
away, costs will need to be adjusted to account for inflation.

BACKGROUND – The Parkway alignment associated with
Village Center Master Plan was proposed as a two-lane
connection between Broadway and N. Oak Trafficway
connecting to 70th Street and leading to the new Community

total programming costs.

Additional costs associated with enhancements are also
included. These could include increased detention capabilities were then developed to attempt to reduce grading impacts that

either required retaining walls or would adversely affect the
creek.

The refinements included an alignment shift to the north side of

MAJOR COSTS - The construction costs could be further
broken down by work items. Pavement, intersection
improvements, structures, earthwork and drainage account for
nearly 75% of construction costs Structure costs include

connecting to 70 Street and leading to the new Community
Center. A reconfigured Broadway and 68th Street intersection
was proposed. As part of the Village Center Master Plan, the
Parkway was a later phase, to be constructed ten or more
years after development begins

p
for drainage as well as a major aesthetic feature. The scope
and scale of such enhancements could be more than 10% of
the total programming costs, the majority of that going to land
acquisition The refinements included an alignment shift to the north side of

Old Maid’s Creek and the separation of the Parkway from the
existing Broadway and 68th Street intersection in an effort to
address traffic operations. While property impacts to single-
f il id b li t th i t t t t

nearly 75% of construction costs. Structure costs include
retaining walls utilized in an effort to minimize potential
impacts. Additional retaining walls may be necessary to
maximize development potential and while not specifically
included in the construction cost are considered part of the

years after development begins.acquisition.

Other included costs include improving the Broadway and 68th

Street intersection. This would include a new “bridge”
(drainage structure) as well as several retaining walls along the family residences vary by alignment, the impacts to property at

the termini remain the same and represent the majority of right-
of-way costs.

included in the construction cost, are considered part of the
contingencies. Landscaping necessary to create a parkway
character, such as trees and irrigation within the median, are
included in the cost as well as BMPs along Old Maids Creek.

(drainage structure) as well as several retaining walls along the
creek as well as a realignment. The total overall programming
costs are shown in the table below, and the breakdown by
percentage of projects is also shown the chart below.

It is suggested that the Parkway’s roadway section vary to
respond to context. While a portion of Parkway continues the
grassed median theme established on 70th Street, the roadway
width narrows when alongside the creek in an effort to

GLADSTONE PARKWAY PROGRAMMING COSTS (2008$)
Lower Range

Millions $
Upper Range

Millions $ dt a o s e a o gs de t e c ee a e o t to
minimize grading impacts. To enhance non-motorized
experience and create a parkway environment, a multi-use
path follows the creek on an alignment separate from the
Parkway

Construction $3.75 $3.75
Contingency (20% - 25%) $0.75 $0.95

Construction Subtotal $4.50 $4.70

The map above illustrates, in a comparative manner, the
location of the Parkway as depicted in the Village Center
Master Plan (shown dashed) versus the refined alignment

Parkway.
Utility Relocation $0.40 $0.80
Enhancements (Drainage, BMPs, & Aesthetics) $0.35 $0.50
Land Acquisition $2.90 $5.45
Design Services $1 00 $1 25 location developed through this Study. Both alignments are in

the same location near N. Oak Trafficway, while further west
heading towards Baltimore, the alignment essentially shifted
from the south to the north side of Old Maids Creek. At the Gl d t  P kSidewalk Trail

Design Services $1.00 $1.25

Grand Total $9.15 $12.70
Note:  The programming costs include Gladstone Parkway as well as its intersections with Broadway and N. Oak Trafficway, 
improvements to the intersection of Broadway and 68th Street, and detention and aesthetic enhancements.

Parkway’s junction with Broadway and its heavy traffic
volumes, it is recommended that two intersections be created
with sufficient spacing to accommodate turning movements.

Previously the Parkway alignment was viewed as a later phase

Next Steps
EXTERNAL COORDINATION – While the Village Center

Typical section with median
Gladstone ParkwaySidewalk Trail

Previously the Parkway alignment was viewed as a later phase
of the Village Center development. While the need for the
Parkway may be driven by development, the Parkway could
also assist in encouraging development. The Parkway must
also interface with the surrounding street network

EXTERNAL COORDINATION While the Village Center
Master Plan contemplated N. Oak Trafficway as a one-way
couplet, this concept ties into the existing two-way street.

At the Parkway’s junction with Baltimore a traffic circle isalso interface with the surrounding street network.

INTERNAL COORDINATION – The design of the Parkway’s
termini is so closely associated with development that its

At the Parkway s junction with Baltimore, a traffic circle is
shown in part as a traffic calming device. A traffic analysis for
operations should be performed.

design will benefit from coordinating site grading plans as well
as the locations of driveways and internal circulation. The
horizontal and vertical alignments along with defined access
points of the concept design should provide potential

Along Broadway, the current safety and capacity issues at the
68th Street intersection may require attention soon. Any
improvements ought to incorporate the Parkway and it’s future
traffic conditions. Coordinating the location of driveways on T i l ti ith t d t il ithi Cit t

Gladstone Parkway
Old Maids

Creek
Trail

p p g p p
developers with a clear set of guidelines.

g y
the west side of Broadway is also recommended. Typical section with separated trail within City property



Intersection TreatmentsIntersection Treatments
The Parkway’s junction with N.
Oak Trafficway at 70th Street
envisions retaining traffic signal

Parkway and North Oak Trafficway Intersection
Broadway with

Parkway and 68th St. 
Intersectionsenvisions retaining traffic signal

control while adding exclusive
turn lanes along the Trafficway.
On the west leg, exclusive left,

Intersections

through and right turns lanes
are provided. Perpendicular
parking on the north side of 70th

St. (at the Bank) may be( ) y
removed for construction of a
continuous sidewalk.

At the Broadway junction the
Access Management

At the Broadway junction, the
installation of a traffic signal is
envisioned, most likely as part
of a coordinated system with the
proposed installation of a signal

Access management helps preserve the functional operations
of a roadway, especially near an intersection. Near the
junction with N. Oak Trafficway, only a right-in, right-out
driveway (as shown in the detail above) on the north side ofproposed installation of a signal

at the Broadway and 68th St.
intersection. Exclusive turn
lanes at both intersections are

driveway (as shown in the detail above) on the north side of
the Parkway is thought appropriate. The location of a “window”
for a median break is shown midway between the development
proposed 69th Street extension. This window, shown as a
circle on the map allows flexibility in locating a driveway that iscontemplated, though traffic

operations will determine the
appropriate lane configurations
and storage lengths during the

circle on the map, allows flexibility in locating a driveway that is
expected to be integrated with the site development grading
and internal circulation. Access to the redevelopment parcel(s)
along Broadway will need to be determined based upon the
t d i t it f d d l t

Gladstone Parkway – Alignment Concept

Landscape and Aesthetics Drainage EnhancementsDesign Elements

g g g
design stage. type and intensity of proposed development.

OPPORTUNITIES – As a parkway, a significant and visible
element will be landscaping along the roadway and the
separate trail. The landscaping may continue the theme
already established along 70th Street with trees in the median,

DETENTION – Review of drainage through the area and within
Old Maids Creek indicates that an area east of N. Oak
Trafficway currently acts in the manner of a detention facility as
it naturally slows the flow of water into the creek. In fact this

The Parkway’s maximum grade is 8%, albeit for a very short
distance. While 8% may seem steep, in context with
surrounding roadways, it seems less so as Broadway north of
68th Street has a 9% grade and south of 68th Street has a 12%

The Parkway is contemplated with a 30 mph posted speed.
Speeds entering the roundabout would be lowered to
approximately 20 mph. A wide curb lane affords an on-street
bicycle friendly option.already established along 70 Street with trees in the median,

ornamental lighting, and character features such as the clock.
A similar, though larger traffic circle is proposed at the junction
with Baltimore Avenue. This location is one of several locations
for enhancement opportunities

it naturally slows the flow of water into the creek. In fact this
condition helps to control the flow of water downstream at the
Baltimore crossing. To offset the increase in stormwater runoff
from the Parkway’s pavement surface, it is proposed to expand
this natural detention basin so as not to affect the 100 yr water

68 Street has a 9% grade and south of 68 Street has a 12%
grade. Baltimore Avenue includes a 15% grade.

bicycle friendly option.

for enhancement opportunities. this natural detention basin so as not to affect the 100-yr water
surface elevation at the Baltimore crossing.

The landscaping
vocabulary may vary from
formal to natural

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES – A BMP is a technique,
process activity or structure used to reduce the pollutants offormal to natural,

particularly as the trail
winds alongside the creek.
The intent is to leave the

process, activity, or structure used to reduce the pollutants of
storm water discharge. BMPs are most effective when used
in combination with each other. BMP types include retention
and detention ponds, biofilters, grassed filter strips, wetlands,
and others that help tonatural setting along the

creek as is. A trailhead
with various amenities to
serve the walking path

and others that help to
manage infiltration and
filtration as well as
controlling erosion, runoff
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could be provided near the
cul-de-sac on 69th Street.

and sediment. It is
proposed to implement
BMPs along the Parkway
especially where adjacentp y j
to Old Maids Creek.


